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Homecooked meals,
ice cream offer relief
from Syria Raqa fight

On a day off from the Raqa front line, Syrian fighter
Iskandar was busy chopping up chicken and garlic
cloves for a steaming pot of homecooked mulukhiyah

stew.  He stirred the ingredients for the dish into a large pot
perched atop a gas canister, set up in an abandoned home in
Jazra, a western suburb of Raqa. "I used to love going into the
kitchen with my mum so I learned from her. This is the first
meal I'm cooking on the front," the 28-year-old fighter with
the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) said excitedly.

He and comrades from the US-backed SDF have been bat-
tling Islamic State group jihadists for control of Raqa, the de
facto capital of IS's Syrian territory since 2014.  The SDF has
spent months encircling the city and finally broke into it in
early June.  After long stretches away from home, Iskandar
and his comrades have grown nostalgic for a traditional
meal.  "We got bored of the food that we get every day. It's
not that we don't like it, but we're sick of eggplant, kebab
and grilled meat," he told AFP. 

Fellow fighters requested an old favorite: mulukhiyah, an
aromatic stew made with bitter green leaves, lemon juice, a
heavy dose of garlic and chicken, and typically served over
white rice. Iskandar got to work, finding dried mulukhiyah
leaves in an abandoned Jazra home and venturing to nearby
shops to buy the other ingredients. "I hope they forgive us. We
picked them so we could eat," said Iskandar of the green leaves. 

Chicken, beans, meat pies 
"If there's any other dish they want, I'm ready: stuffed veg-

etables, oven-roasted chicken, beans," Iskandar said proudly.
He flipped a yellow towel behind his neck to dab at the sweat
gathering on his skin as his colleagues hovered nearby, impa-
tient for the mouthwatering meal. Some were spread out
under the shade of a grapevine while others sat inside, where
a sputtering air conditioning unit provided the only reprieve
from the heat. 

A refrigerator inside was stacked with bottles of water, ice
cubes and a plate of chopped cucumbers that Iskandar would
toss into some refreshing yoghurt. Typically, meals for fighters
on the western front are prepared in the village of Hawi Al-
Hawa, less than two kilometers (one mile) from Raqa. The
meals are usually made by a team of chefs the previous day so
that they can be speedily delivered to hungry fighters on the
front lines.

"Every day, we deliver 5,000 lunches and 5,000 dinners," said
Hoghar, a kitchen logistics coordinator wearing fatigues and
eyeglasses.  Outside, SDF members loaded plastic bags filled
with bread loaves and cubed white cheese as rows of massive
pots lay drying in the sun.  "We get requests from the fighters
and we try to fill them as much as we can. They mostly ask for
vegetables and fruit," Hoghar said. Recently, fighters have been
saying they crave meat pies, which the chefs plan to prepare in
Kobane-a three-hour drive away-because there are no bakeries
in Hawi Al-Hawa, Hoghar said.  "We'll transport them in refriger-
ated trucks, then we'll distribute them from here." 

Ice-cold 
Nearby, the SDF has been churning out another key com-

modity: ice. With temperatures rising above 45 degrees Celsius
(112 Fahrenheit) across northern Syria, fighters have been
struggling to stay cool and hydrated. The militia has struck a
deal with the owner of a small ice factory on the outskirts of
Hawi Al-Hawa, allowing them to freeze water there if they pay
for the materials and diesel.  "Our forces are getting exhausted
and they needed something to cool them down," said SDF
fighter Mohiyddin Mohammad, 38, as the machine produced
blocks of ice. 

The blocks are transported to fighters closer to the front,
who say they are indispensable. "The most important thing for
us is to get ice so that the water can stay cold," said 22-year-old
militiaman Matay.  "In this heat, it's not enough to be in the
shade, to shower, or to pour bottles of water on our heads."
Near the factory, fighters were savoring vanilla ice cream dis-
tributed from a truck. During lulls in the fighting, Matay said he
and other fighters in the Arab-Kurdish force rush to a small
creek north of the village for a refreshing dip.  "We go to the riv-
er so we can swim, shower or even wash our clothes and take a
break from this heat."— AFP

Six Syrian actors battled a fraught US visa process to tread the
boards in New York this week, seeking to impress on
American theater goers the human cost of a war raging

halfway round the world. Nothing could be further from the typi-
cal summer entertainment in this city of flamboyant wealth and
consumption, sizzling under a July heat wave and thousands of
miles from the horrors unfolding in Syria.

Yet the US premiere of "While I Was Waiting" won a standing
ovation from New Yorkers moved Wednesday by the realization
that those trapped by the war are ordinary people just like them.
"Anyone in New York is going to understand the characters imme-
diately," said Sam Sacks, a 37-year-old writer who was at the open-
ing night at the annual Lincoln Center Festival. "They seem like
people who could be our neighbors here." The play tells the story
of Taim, a young filmmaker left in a coma after being beaten at a
Damascus checkpoint, and how his mother, sister, girlfriend and
other friends react to his plight.

As the characters grapple with past hurts and brutal realities,
the drama spotlights how their middle-class lives have been
upended by the now six-year conflict that has killed more than
320,000 people. The Arabic-language play, with English subtitles,
seeks to dive behind grisly media headlines about gas attacks,
beheadings, and a repressive regime to show a more human per-
spective.

'All humans' 
A kiss shared on stage, love of music, hiding a joint from a visit-

ing mother and liberated young women may surprise some who
harbor stereotypes about life in a Muslim-majority Arab country.
"It just confirmed that we're all humans and we're in this boat
together. It doesn't seem to have a resolution, I hope it will soon,"
said Henrietta Gwaltney, a New York social worker. The four-night
production brings six actors as well as additional Syrian crew
members to New York. Ultimately, only one technical member of
the group was denied a US visa.

Written by playwright Mohammad Al Attar, the play premiered
in Brussels last year and has already toured Europe and Japan. Its
US run lasts until Saturday. Nanda Mohammad, one of the actress-
es, sees New York as a two-fold experience-showcasing Syrian
artistry in a city with little knowledge of it, and making a political
statement to challenge stereotypes. "I'm not sure if we can make
any change... But at the end I think it's essential to do it," she told
AFP. "You must do good art, or there's no reason to do it, and the
people must enjoy it, even if it's about Syria."

'Don't hope' 
"I'm really amazed by the American people," says Mohammad,

who currently lives in Egypt. "I think they are nicer than I imag-
ined." Festival director Nigel Redden believed the tale would res-
onate with New York theater goers, not least in a city hostile to the
policies of President Donald Trump.

"This year it seemed particularly right to look at current events,"
he said. "We need to see the human side of what is going on in
Syria." The Lincoln Center initiated the visa applications around
the time Trump announced his first travel ban on visa-holders
from Syria and six other Muslim majority countries. Director Omar
Abusaada, who lives in Damascus and visited the United States in
2010, called it "the most hard process for a visa, ever."

But if he worries that US audiences have a distorted impres-
sion of Syria, twisted by a media too focused on President
Bashar al-Assad and the Islamic State extremist group, he wor-
ries even more that Syrians at home are losing hope that art can
make a difference. "They don't hope that much from the world
outside," he told AFP.  "I still really believe that's important, but I
think for the majority of Syrians who are inside Syria, this is not
important anymore." — AFP

Director Omar Abusaada poses for a
portrait after a dress rehearsal for
‘While I  was Waiting’ at Gerald W
Lynch Theater at John Jay College in
New York City. — AFP photos

Actors Hanan Chkir (left) and Mohammad Alrefai (right) perform during a dress
rehearsal for 'While I was Waiting'.

Syrian actors bring cost 
of war home to NY audience

'We need to see the human side of what is going on in Syria'

(From left) Actors Reham Kassar, Mohammad Alrashi,
Mohammad Alrefai and Nanda Mohammad perform during a
dress rehearsal for ‘While I was Waiting’.

Actors Hanan Chkir (left) and Nanda Mohammad (right) per-
form during a dress rehearsal.


